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V. A TOAST TO ICELAND  
BY STEPHANIE GOODMAN 

 
This group dreamt for a while of the Land of the Nice, 
Coming to the island more scientific than most, 
And found it could’ve been named for its floods, fire, or ice, 
We learned so much in a week…so here goes a toast: 
 
To the experiences we had as we visited these places, 
To the Blue Lagoon’s exfoliating mud we put on our faces. 
 
To lessons with Grace on which birds we should watch, 
Her smile glowing so brightly, the temperature turned up a notch. 
 
To tutoring from Jennie on all my questions in Chem, 
More questions? Check YouTube! She’ll answer all of them. 
 
To the laughs we’ve shared from the jokes cracked by Davo Wavo, 
To bribing Russell Crowe so we could might see the cave-o. 
 
To Matthew, the shepherd, herding 17 sheep, 
Onto the bus so we can all get some sleep. 
 
To Amy teaching us about topography on Mars, 
To snack time on the bus, passing ‘round candy bars. 
 
To Mom, the shoeless, whose boots someone stole! 
Who Me? No way! Must’ve been a troll! 
 
To John’s explanation of magma chambers under the mountain, 
To the group getting soaked by Kristinn’s big geyser fountain. 
 
To Kathy and Roger putting their camera on loan, 
While coming so close to losing the other camera they own. 
 
To Sandy heading home, but first through Minnesota, 
You won’t really leave Scandinavia, but you sure won’t need your coat-a. 
 
To bouncing around on the lava moss meadow, 
To driving around and – Stop!! There’s a rainbow! 
 
To Dave hanging back for pics at the scenic stops, 
Don’t worry about him, he’ll still beat you to the top! 
 
To national monuments with red and blue waving flags, 
To Ingrid thinking, “Now where are my bags?” 
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Here’s to Pat’s awesome enthusiasm filling us with cheer, 
And after a week, all 17 of us are still here. 
 
Here’s to Eric’s lectures drawing a crowd, 
With such wisdom, if they listened, even the volcanoes would be proud. 
 
To Rowan taking pictures of all the Earth’s crust, 
And at the top of the mountain it’s “Volcano or bust!” 
 
And a one huge toast to our great Fearless Leader! 
The globe’s better half, the Earth needs Kristinn to complete her! 
 
For a week he did it—he put up with our sass, 
But Phil and I know that we kicked volcanic ash! 
 
Showing us glaciers, outwash plains and active volcanoes, 
Iceland could stop these floods if they didn’t use so much Drano. 
 
Think Kristinn will miss us? I do! When we aren’t so near, 
Maybe he’ll shed one small troll tear. 
 
But don’t be too sad Kristinn, you can come visit, 
Seattle’s geology is calling you name like it’s kismet. 
 
And thank you all for taking me under your wings, spreading your knowledge, 
‘Cuz I didn’t know anything. Heck!  I’m in college! 
 
So let’s finally raise our glasses to our wonderful travels, 
That we’ll remember long after our wool sweaters unravel. 
 
We’ll look at our group pictures with a genuine smile, 
And know our time in Iceland was really worthwhile. 
 
When we see marshmallow farms lining the road, 
Or Aya-forgot-my-yogurt gets stuck in your throat, 
Remember this week, and you’ll be inspired, 
Because you’ve seen the country of ice, water and fire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


